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Abstract. In the late 1970s, scholars from North America began to incorporate gender in their critique of contemporary sport, and soon thereafter European sports scholars also embraced gender as a transformative concept in the discipline of Sports Studies. Initially, scholars focused on the female athlete as a subject from a disciplinary perspective. With the inclusion of gender in the 1980s, scholars turned from a “categoric” to a “relational” perspective and gender was thus expanded beyond that of a distinct category and redefined as a dynamic, relational process that introduced new directions, theories, and paradigms for research in Sports Studies as the focus shifted from the female athlete to a cultural critique of sport using interdisciplinary and cultural studies perspectives. Most recently gender has been viewed as both interrelational and intersubjective as scholars began to challenge the universalizing nature of feminism and its uniformity in the 1990s. A paradigmatic shift toward intersectionality emerged and enabled scholars to critique the view that gender was monolithic; rather they purported that it intersects with a number of other dimensions of human experience and identity such as age, ethnicity, race, and social class in sport. This shift encouraged a more transdisciplinary and transnational focus concerning the study of sport. This perspective has paralleled and contributed to the inclusion of such topics as language, power, narrativity, and representation and has yet again transformed the scholarly analysis of sport.
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1 Introduction

In 1978, Canadian sport sociologist Ann Hall formally introduced the concept of “gender” in sport studies in a monograph entitled Sport and Gender: A Feminist Perspective on the Sociology of Sport in which she reviewed the sociological research and literature as it related to the female experience in sport and offered a critique of this material from a feminist perspective. Hall’s use of the term “gender” was, to the best of my knowledge, without precedent in sports studies, and, in retrospect, her early work seems crucial to the development of sports studies because it brought the concept into the discourse and called for a feminist perspective, which would begin to significantly alter research in sport studies. With the work of Hall and others, who began to use the concept “gender” rather than “sex”. Gender was used to reject biological determinism and to view the behavioral, cultural, or psychological traits typically associated with one sex as socially constructed. The focus of research began to shift away from the female athlete toward the concept of “gender” and later to a critique of sport and physical culture, as I have argued elsewhere (Bandy, 2004a). As I will attempt to show in this paper, the concept of “gender” would be further expanded beyond that of a distinct category and redefined as a dynamic, relational process that introduced new directions, theories, and paradigms for research in the discipline of sports studies. Moreover, the inclusion of the concept of “gender” – along with such concepts as race, social class, and ethnicity, as well as a turn toward postmodernism and deconstruction (and the introduction of theories of hegemony and power) – further encouraged the study of such topics as globalization, post-colonialism, space, and the media that moved the development of the discipline of sports studies from a disciplinary to an interdisciplinary focus. Most recently “gender” seems to have been viewed as an interrelational concept by scholars, and this perspective has paralleled and contributed to the inclusion of such concepts and topics as language, narrativity, power, and representation with a more recent transdisciplinary and transnational focus in the study of sport (Bandy, 2004b, pp. 17–39). A “cultural turn” in many disciplines at this time spawned a focus on cultural anthropology, cultural history, and cultural sociology as well as the creation of new fields of study including Cultural Studies and African American Studies.

The essay begins with an examination of scholarship in North America and Great Britain and shows the origin of the study of gender and sport and notes that this scholarship includes the largest volume, the most varied examples and interpretation of the subject, and the fullest elaboration of the theoretical debates concerning gender and sport. It includes as well the subsequent work done by European scholars in sports studies.


1 I am using the term sports studies to include the various names that are and have been used by departments that are devoted to the study of sport and physical culture. Among the more common of these are: exercise science, idræt, human movement studies, kinesiology, physical education, and sport science.

2 For a more detailed analysis of this transition from “sex” to “gender” see Birrell (1988) and Hall (1988).
The principal focus of this scholarship reflected the concerns of that which has been termed “Second Wave Feminism”, which began in the 1960’s and included a critique of the societal roles of women, equality of opportunity in sport, the emancipation of women and their bodies in sport, and obstacles which prohibited the full participation of females in sport. As was the case of feminism in general, the focus broadened to include a range of issues including media representations of the female athlete and sexuality.

2 The introduction of gender into the discourse in sports studies

The introduction of “gender” into the discourse in sports studies in the 1970’s reflected and depended on the convergence of a number of interrelated factors: the introduction of “gender” into the discourse of the academy by female scholars, especially in women’s studies and women’s history; the development of disciplines generally and the academic development of sports studies specifically, which included an emphasis placed upon theory (as opposed to practice); second wave feminism and the contemporaneous increase in the participation of women in sport and an increase in the number of female scholars in sports studies; the influence of postmodernism and deconstruction on the development of theory in sports studies (most notably Marxist theory and the work of Italian Antonio Gramsci and French theorists Pierre Bourdieu and Michel Foucault), and, lastly, a general interest in the body in the academy at large.

Following the distinctions made between “sex”4 and “gender” by Robert J. Stoller (1968) and the influence of an emerging feminist scholarship in which the distinctions between male and female, nature and culture, and sex and gender were being questioned—and dualistic, hierarchical forms of knowledge challenged—scholars in women’s studies began to incorporate “gender” in the 1970s5. According to historian Gisela Boch (1991, p. 7), the concept of “gender” was introduced “… as a social, cultural, political, and historical category, in order to express the insight that women’s subordination, inferiority and powerlessness are not dictated by nature, but are social, cultural, political and historical constructions”. As another historian, Joan Wallach Scott (1987, p. 153), explains, feminists began to use “gender” as a way of referring to the social organization of the relationship between the sexes. Further Scott argues that the word denoted a rejection of the biological determinism implicit in the use of such terms as “sex” or “sexual difference” and that perhaps most importantly, with the use of “gender”, feminist scholarship “would fundamentally transform disciplinary paradigms”.

As research concerning the development of disciplines reveals, they are dynamic structures that undergo continuous change (King & Brownell, 1966; Arthur Koestler, 1964). Around the middle of the 20th century, disciplinary boundaries began to blur as methods, approaches, or frameworks known as interdisciplinarity and multidisciplinarity soon began to emerge. At approximately the same time, the discipline of women’s studies began to develop. According to Aino Saarinen, feminist researchers were inspired by Thomas S. Kuhn’s theories in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, in which crises in prevailing paradigms were resolved by the emergence of a new research frame (Saarinen, 1992, p. 4). Such a context provided fertile ground for the acceptance of the use of “gender”, and its use slowly began to transform disciplines of knowledge. At the same time, rather dramatic changes in the discipline of sports studies began to appear as American scholars called for a transformation of their own discipline (Brooks, 1981; Henry, 1964; Kenyon, 1968; Loy, 1968; Nixon, 1967; Ratliff, 1967). According to these scholars, it was imperative that sports studies (then known as physical education) become an “academic discipline” (rather than an applied field or pedagogical discipline) and to do so, theoretical work was necessary. In the context of this development, the various sub-disciplines emerged, and the need for more theoretical work opened the way for importing theories from other “parent” disciplines such as history, sociology, etc. Women’s issues and the concept of “gender” were then embraced by feminists in a dramatically changing discipline of sports studies.

In the 1960s, “second wave feminism” emerged and brought with it political activism that focused on gaining full social and economic equality in Western nations where women had already gained most legal rights. Second wave feminism produced the context for the emergence of the women’s sports movement in North America and Western Europe and produced a steady growth in women’s sport at both the national and international levels. While more and more women were entering the sporting arena, feminist analysis of sport “(…) was growing due to the emergence of a small but critical mass of women scholars trained in academic disciplines and excited by the potential of feminist theory”, as Susan Birrell notes. By the early 1980s, it was apparent that feminist researchers were engaged in forging connections between feminist theory, sporting institutions, and the social practice of sport or as Ann Hall writes about her own experiences: “As feminists, our theory, politics, and practices are inextricably linked” (Birrell, 1988, p. 477).

Patricia Vertinsky (1999) and Ann Hall (1996) attest to the importance of the convergence of developments in

---

4 See Boch in Offen, Pierson, R.R., & Rendell, J. (1991, p. 7) who suggests that the dichotomous distinction between sex and gender is largely specific to the English language. As is the case with the German, Italian, and Turkish languages, there is no term to designate sex and make the distinction between sex and gender in the Danish language. Therefore the term sex, when used in the essay, will be kept in its English form and will be used to designate the biological and gender to be understood as the social and cultural.

5 Refer to the following books that were among the more influential books during this early period: Oakley (1972); Firestone (1970); Chodorow (1968); and Gilligan (1982).
feminist thought, postmodern theory, and critical theory in sports studies, particularly with regard to sport history and sport sociology respectively. According to the extensive analysis of Alan Ingham and Peter Donnelly, the simultaneous convergence of three currents of thought—the Gramscian, the poststructuralist, and the Foucauldian—became the theoretical tools of sports feminists. The work of Gramsci was useful concerning arguments about patriarchy and enabled a focus on hegemonic masculinity and sport; post-structuralism provided an analysis of the social construction of gender and sexuality and its representation in the media; and Foucault's work concerning power—as hierarchically ordered, possessed by persons, and enmeshed in networks variously asserted through modern institutions and manifested most concretely at the level of the body—informed the discourse and engaged sports feminists (Ingham & Donnelly, 1990).

Developments concerning the inclusion of “gender” in the discourse were also furthered by an academic interest in the body that became apparent in the 1960s. By the 1970s, there was an expanding interest in the body as a topic of teaching and research as noted by Mike Featherstone and Bryan S. Turner (1993) in the introduction of the first issue of *Body and Society*. “Bodies are in” noted Arthur W. Frank in a review article in *Theory, Culture & Society* in 1990. Although this interest was a result of a diverse range of theoretical traditions, many scholars attribute it to the influence of the work of French historian and social critic Michel Foucault, the contradictory impulses of modernity, and to feminism (Frank, 1990). Further, given the emphasis upon theory in the discipline of sports studies, as well as the influence of postmodern theories, Foucault, and feminism, a wide-ranging interest in the body was shared by many scholars in sport studies. As Hall writes, the work of Foucault was useful because it regarded the body as an historical and culturally specific entity and allowed the conception of the sexualized body without “positioning an original sexual difference or fixed biological essence” (Hall, 1996, p. 53). Foucault’s work concerning the social construction of bodies through discourse appealed to sports feminists as they sought to understand the construction of the sporting body through modern sport. With the introduction of the concept of “gender”, sports scholars, largely using constructivist theories, came to understand the sporting body as a “gendered” body.

Much of the research that has been done concerning gender and sport has been done in the context of three conceptual or theoretical frameworks that have been used by many feminists, especially sports sociologists and sports historians, in the past twenty-five years. These will be discussed in the following sections in which the focus will be on the assumptions, theories, concepts, and methods used rather than the conclusions that have been drawn.

3 The female athlete as subject: disciplinary perspectives

As Joan Wallach Scott (1987) claims, the first approach to a rewriting of women’s history has been based on the assumption that women are indeed different from men and have different experiences than men, which leads to a writing of “her-story” (Howell, 1982). The work of the first female scholars in sports studies similarly noted that the focus of the research had been “on sportsmen and men’s sport” (Gerber, Felshin, Berlin, & Wyrick, 1974) and they then began their research with a focus upon sportswomen and women’s sport. What underlay such an approach was the basic assumption that the female athlete was indeed different and her experiences in sport were different as well.

By the 1970s, interest in women and sport was evident in the newly emerging sub-disciplines of sports studies. Following the demand for theoretical work in sports studies, female scholars in the discipline opened the way for a more scholarly approach to the study of women in sport. Some of the most influential work was done by sport philosopher Eleanor Metheny and sport psychologist Dorothy V. Harris. Metheny exposed the ideological, symbolic, and mythic nature of sport, which foreshadowed the feminist critique of sport that would eventually appear. Harris focused on the distinctive nature of the female athlete and incorporated a variety of psychological concepts in the study of female athletes. Harris’ work provided the foundation for the beginnings of theoretical work within the sub-discipline of sport psychology with the adaptation of the female apologetic and the notion of psychological androgyny to the sporting context. In particular, the concept of androgyny, in retrospect, can be seen as a transitional concept that would enable the concept of “gender” to be incorporated into sports studies. In 1972, Harris hosted the first conference devoted to women in sport at Pennsylvania State University, in the United States, “Women and Sport: A National Research Conference”, and the research presented at this conference revealed an expanding interest concerning the psychological, sociological, physiological, and biomechanical considerations of women in sport.

With the publication of Ellen Gerber, *et al.* (1974), scholars introduced additional perspectives from history, sociology, and biophysiology to the fledgling literature on the female athlete. This book was of particular significance in that it offered the first feminist perspectives of sport by examining the social construction of woman and femininity, as well as the symbolic aspect of sport, years before ideas concerning social construction of women and sport entered the discourse. At approximately the same time Carole Oglesby’s collection of essays, *Women and sport: From myth to reality* and Hall’s previously mentioned monograph also brought a feminist critique to

---

6 A few examples that show the diverse and on-going interest in the body include: Hovden (1983); Greneau (1993); Park (1994); Hall (1994); and Bale and Philo (1997).

7 Important work before Metheny and Harris was also done. For a discussion of this work see Birrell (1988).
Sport research. With this work, “gender” entered the discourse and began to destabilize concepts such as sex and sex roles.

Sports historians from Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States, provided additional feminist critiques of sport and frameworks of an inclusive, relational nature rather than frameworks based on the notion of sexual difference. Nancy Struna called for the inclusion of gender as a “fundamental historical variable” that should lie “at the center of theoretical debates and methodological innovations” in sports history (Struna, 1984, p. 120). Patricia Vertinsky’s (1994) work concerning exercise, the physical capabilities of women, and the medical profession further placed gender at the center of historical research and opened the way for research concerning the biological basis of women’s exclusion from sport and the social construction of the female body. Jennifer Hargreaves (1994) also forged ideas concerning the social production of gender in and through sport, linking social constructivist theories to the patriarchal character of modern sport.

The historical work of this early period also reflected international perspectives as well as interest in various historical periods, as evidenced by the publication of two collections of papers that were presented at the International Congress on Women and Sport held in Rome, Italy, in 1980. Of vital importance were those devoted to the historical aspects of women and sport, in which scholars from several countries (Australia, Canada, Egypt, England, Germany, Israel, and Japan) explored the participation of women in sport in various historical periods including ancient Greece, the Renaissance, and 19th – and 20th centuries Egypt and Germany. The work of international scholars such as Reet Howell, Max Howell, and Jennifer Hargreaves, as well as American scholar Betty Spears, fostered an interest in women and sport in classical Greece. More recently, classical scholar Bettina Kratzmüller of Austria has continued to refine the scholarship concerning women and sport in classical Greece (Kratzmüller, 2008). In other countries of Continental Europe, Gertrud Pfister’s Frau und Sport was published in 1980 and was among the earliest books devoted to women and sport, soon to be followed by Norwegian Gerd von der Lippe’s Kvinner og Idrett: Fra Myte til Realitet in 1982 and Leena Liane’s Kropp, idrott och kvinnohistoria in 1991 in Finland. The work of these and other European scholars placed the female athlete at the center of the developing work in sports history and lay the foundation for comparative and synoptic work concerning the history of women and sport such as Uriel Simri’s A Concise World History of Women’s Sports (1983) and Allen Guttmann’s Women and Sports: A History (1991), which also appeared in these early years.

A more expansive, international view of the female athlete was also offered by Roberta J. Park (1985), who provided a model for other scholars to follow when examining “gender” more closely from a transatlantic perspective in order to understand how sport is depicted as the “natural” arena of males. Her later work with J.A. Mangan (1987) indicated a turning point concerning research on women’s sports history, as Vertinsky (1994, p. 13) suggests, marking the trend toward the use of feminist analysis of sport and examining the crucial period of the formation of attitudes and practices concerning sport that were predominant in the 20th century.

The research of these and other scholars was of critical importance for it brought the female athlete and her sporting experiences into the discourse and then called for a feminist analyses of sport. Moreover, the questions that this research raised required more complex analyses that would provide further insight concerning the gendered nature of modern sport. Thus ‘gender’ entered the discourse and began to destabilize concepts such as sex and sex roles.

The assumption of difference, upon which this early research was based, was problematic yet fruitful for future research. On one hand, it presented the notion of sexual difference and reinforced essentialist ideas concerning females, which had prevented their entry into sport and would later be addressed as a political issue concerning equality in sport (English, 1978; Postow, 1980, 1983; Wentz, 1981; Young, 1979). It raised the age-old question about dualistic tending views that both feminism and postmodernism would address. For feminists, engagement with such oppositions as nature versus culture, body versus mind, and private versus public, in which women were identified with the former, was critical in understanding the exclusion of women from sport. As the research of this and later periods revealed, arguments for the exclusion of women and sport were supported by such dominant dualistic views. On the other hand, such reigning assumptions and enduring dualisms evoked important questions that could only be addressed through the incorporation of a revised concept of “gender” into the scholarly discourse. Accompanying this revision was a cultural studies approach, a concern with sociological and historical issues that brought a critique of modern sport and society, and the introduction of postmodern, feminist, and deconstructionist theories.

4 From the female athlete to cultural critique: Interdisciplinary and relational perspectives

The study of gender brought an examination of women and men in relation to one another in sport and began to destabilize the discourse, moving it away from a focus on sex and binary modes of thought toward an interdisciplinary focus in the various sub-disciplines8. In what Hall (1996) refers to as a turn from “categoric” to “relational” research, feminist research turned away from a focus on the female athlete toward sport and sporting culture and thus introduced a second approach

8 Of particular importance here is Costa and Guthrie (1994).
to the study of “gender”. Conceiving gender as a process and a relational concept, scholars began to approach research from interdisciplinary and cultural studies perspectives incorporating a number of theories from a variety of disciplines in their analyses. As Scott (1987, p. 41) suggests, gender, when understood in relational terms, requires scholars to ask about the implications of definitions and laws that apply to one group for another group, what do the comparative location and activities of men and women reveal about each other, and what do representations of sexual difference suggest about the structure of social, economic, and political authority. Using the work of Foucault, Gramsci, and postmodern and feminist theories, sports scholars began to deconstruct modern sport, arguing that “sporting practices are historically produced, socially constructed, and culturally defined to serve the interests and needs of powerful groups in society”, as Hall (1996, p. 11) later wrote. In a most fertile time of sports studies research, the discipline became much more focused on research and concepts such as globalization, post-colonialism, power, hegemony, masculinity, the socially constructed body, and the media began to dominate the discourse. It was within the sub-disciplines of sport sociology and sport history, however, where one finds the use of “gender” as a process most fruitful for research during the 1980s and 1990s.

Feminist scholars in sports, as was the case with postmodernists, began to challenge the anthropocentric definition of knowledge and to critique the epistemology of modernity, specifically its rationalism and dualism as masculine modes of thought that serve to legitimize a patriarchal society. Researchers also began to formulate clear and coherent challenges to the conceptual frameworks in the various sub-disciplines of sport studies. Using new approaches to research, scholars began to recognize the autonomy of sport in society and, therefore, its power of legitimation. The use of analytic cultural criticism, in particular, enabled scholars to examine the ideological processes concerning gender differences in sport, and, as Paul Willis (1982, p. 123) argued, “achievement particularly strengthens male identity; it is assumed that sports success is success at being masculine”, and therefore “Physical achievement and masculine activity are taken to be the same”. Willis’ work further clarified the legitimate power of sport in terms of an ideology of difference and female inferiority and was among the first to portray sport as having been socially constructed and mediated to show that the patriarchal nature of sport is natural.

In addition to analytic cultural criticism, Mary A. Boutilier and Lucinda SanGiovanni (1983) introduced the first analysis of alternative feminist frameworks – liberal feminism, Marxist feminism, radical feminism, and socialist feminism – into the discourse. They questioned the institution of male sports and called for a radical transformation of sports, an approach taken by several other scholars. Sport psychologist Dianne Gill noted the importance of a feminist perspective and advocated that research in sport psychology should be placed in a broader cultural context. In 1992, Gill (p. 156) wrote that “sound sport psychological research on gender beliefs and processes within the social context of sport and exercise could advance our overall understanding of gender and sport”.

In 1984, Nancy Struna (p. 130) noted the limitations within women’s sports history that employed paradigms that had been used to examine men’s modern sport. She argued, “[t]he history of sportswomen in the twentieth century also raises innumerable questions about relationships between sport and society and why people became involved in varying degrees in sport”. As Vertinsky (1994) notes in her review of women’s sports history, Struna advocated the exploration of such themes as conflict, identity, and the relativity of equality. In 1991, Struna focused on both sport and other recreational forms according to consumption and production, which allows sport historians to more fully examine the dimensions of gender relations. Later in 1996, she continued to integrate gender relations into the “broader context of relationships between labor and leisure”. In so doing, she framed sport more broadly and thereby more thoughtfully explored the physically recreational and sporting practices of women of the 17th and 18th centuries and revealed the relational nature of gender and sport to the broader historical context. Catriona M. Parratt (1998, p. 9) similarly called for an expanded focus of sport history beyond that of the hierarchical, contemporary understanding of sports as “male, modern, and athletic” to encompass a more diverse range of activities and the writing of women’s sports history rather than the history of women in sports.

A focus on power and the processes of domination and subordination, as these relate to gender relations in sport, as well as critiques of the place of sport in cultural productions, brought the body into the discourse (Cole, 1993). Following the early work of Eleanor Metheny concerning the symbolic nature of sport, Jennifer Hargreaves more explicitly linked the symbolic nature of the female body with the patriarchal character of modern sport. The inclusion of the body in the discourse also revealed two additional areas of research that were related to an interest in the body: sexuality and masculinity. In 1981, Ann Hall introduced the idea of sexual identity in sport and this later would be understood as a barrier to the participation of women in sport. The research of Canadian Helen Lenskyj further elaborated the importance of male control of female sexuality and its relationship to the exclusion of women from sport.

10 Hall’s Hall Sport, sex roles, and sex identity (1981) is perhaps the first text to address issues of sexual identity in the discourse on sport. Lenskyj has continued her work with sport and sexuality in her recent book (2003).
the anatomical, physiological, social, and expressive dimensions of female sexuality. Susan K. Cahn’s work, which extended the critique beyond that of sport to the American culture at large to show that women’s efforts for over a century in sport revealed the history of gender relations in American culture. Equally important is that Cahn’s book brought the subject of homophobia and her inclusion (perhaps for the first time) of the question of the De Beauvoirian “other” in women’s sport – black women and lesbians – into the discourse. Cahn further clarified the notion of sport as contested terrain noting, as few feminist works have, that sport, in addition to being a site of female oppression, is also a site of female liberation.

Feminist critiques concerning sex roles, sexuality, and the patriarchal and sexist character of modern sport also brought a focus on masculinity, and thus male scholars began to critique modern sport as an activity formed as a consequence of a crisis in 19th century masculinity. The early work of D.F. Sabo and R. Runfola in 1980 was followed by critical analyses that used gender as a fundamental category of analysis. Much of this work addressed the nature of the relationship among sport, men, and the gender order and the way in which sport has been used in the construction of masculinity, which is oppressive of women and repressive of men. Slightly later, European scholars also contributed to the research concerning sport and masculinity with different perspectives, often linking sport and masculinity to nationalism and militarism, which differentiated it from research in the United States. Danish scholar Hans Bonde published *Mandighed og Sport* (Masculinity and Sport) in 1991 and later with his work concerning Niels Bukh, gymnastics and masculinity in Denmark forged a connection between politics, masculinity, and sport. In the United Kingdom, J.A. Mangan initially connected gender and sport with analyses of education of British men in public schools

11 Vertinsky (1994) is also an important work in revealing the power of the relationship between discourse, societal views of women, and their participation in sport.

12 The essays in Mangan & Park’s (1987) added to the literature concerning the social construction of femininity and its relation to the exclusion of women from sport. In addition, the book offers the first comparative and transatlantic perspectives concerning women in sport with essays devoted to Great Britain, Commonwealth, and American perspectives.

13 After Birrell and Cole’s work introduced homophobia, Pat Griffin published *Strong women, deep closets: Lesbians and homophobia in sport* (1998).

14 The work of Cahn and others, concerning sexuality has been continued in Scraton and Anne (2002).

15 The earliest work concerning masculinity was done by Donald F. Sabo and Ross Runfola (1980). This pioneering text was followed by several others; among the more influential of which are Messner & Sabo (1990); Pronger (1990); Messner (1992); Messner & Sabo (1994); and McKay et al. (2000), which offers perspectives of scholars from Canada, Australia, the United States, and England.

and later expanded his analysis to Europe with *Making European masculinity: sport, Europe, and gender* (2000) and “Manufactured” masculinity: Making imperial manliness, morality and militarism (2012). French scholar Thierry Terret connected rugby to masculinity in *Learning to be a man: French rugby and masculinity* (1999), and he and Arnaud Waquet – like their European counterparts – linked sport and masculinity to the experience of war and politics (Terret, 2011; Waquet, 2011). Somewhat later, Julie Gaucher, another French scholar, embraced the connections between race, masculinity, sport, and representations of these intersections in French literature, again a different approach to the study of gender and sport (Gaucher, 2009).

The research concerning sexuality also brought discussions of the marginalization of women of color and gay men in sport as well an exploration of homophobia in sport (Connell, 1987). Of considerable note in understanding the relationship between gender and sex and with a focus on the experience of non-elite level athletes – instead of elite level sport – is Brian Pronger’s work (1990). Extending the exploration of homosexuality to a broader understanding of the relationship between sex and gender, Pronger’s work foreshadowed the work that would begin somewhat later as scholars sought to deconstruct gender in an attempt to understand the relationships among sexuality, sex, and gender, using a new feminist paradigm expressed as intersubjectivity.

Viewing “gender” as a process and with a critique turned toward the contributions of sport and other institutions to the on-going domination and sub-ordination of women, scholars began to critique the institutionalization of discrimination in modern sport. Recognizing sport as an institution that developed, performed, and rewarded discrimination against women was of critical importance in examining other institutions such as the media and politics, which promoted similar ideologies of difference. Of notable importance is the socio-historical analysis of Jennifer Hargreaves (1994) in which she noted the lack of use of gender theories in sport and offered a more comprehensive analysis of the gendered nature of modern sport and the institutionalization of discrimination in modern sport. Scholars became interested as well in the ways in which institutions promoted sexual difference in sport, and researchers soon took up an interest in the media and the “importance of discourses, representations, and ideologies in naturalizing masculine dominance in sporting practices” (McKay & Huber, 1992, p. 207).

Research concerning “gender” of the 1980s and 1990s, most particularly in sport history and sport sociology, was important for the academic development of the discipline of sports studies for many reasons. Through a gendered analysis, scholars embraced postmodernism and feminism and brought a much-needed critique of modern sport. The feminist, interdisciplinary, and cultural

studies approach of this period also challenged the hegemonic nature of knowledge in the discipline (of its theories and paradigms of analysis as well as the relation between the various knowledges and methodologies in the sub-disciplines). Such research “decentered the center”, encouraged a movement across the borders of traditional disciplinary configurations, and transformed the methodological approaches as well as the concerns of the discipline. Issues pertaining to “gender” also contributed to the need for an alternative view of gender – the interrelational. Such a view required a new focus for the discipline of sports studies as well and the introduction of new paradigms and methodologies.

It was again the work of Roberta J. Park that reflected changing perspectives and the search for new paradigms and methodologies concerning gender and sport. In 1991, as the guest editor of a special issue of the *Journal of the History of Sport* that was devoted to gender, Park argues that conceptions of it, “[f]ar from being monolithic . . . may be influenced by race, ethnicity, chronological age, social class, political status and much more”. Further, she avers: “For many . . . “gender” can best – and probably only – be understood from comparative perspectives”. The interconnectedness and interrelational nature of understandings concerning gender and sport had thus become apparent and became the basis for changing views of gender that informed the scholarly discourse in sport as well as requiring different methodological approaches.

5 Gender as interrational and intersubjective: transdisciplinary perspectives

In the 1970’s women of color, lesbians, and working class feminists began to challenge the feminism of difference – that is difference from men – arguing that the perspective was universalizing and a feminism of uniformity. The challenge stemmed from the assumption that all women have something in common and that this commonality creates a particular kind of common experience and, therefore, a uniform understanding of feminism.

A healthy debate that focused on the diversity among women as well as the implications of this diversity for conceptualizations of gender emerged in the literature. The claim was that white middle-class feminists did not speak for all women. According to Spelman, white feminism saw itself as a universal feminism and it did not succeed in reconstructing an inclusive foundation (Spelman, 1988). Second wave feminists had claimed that feminists had used the term “gender” to destabilize biology. As we came to understand, female gender was not simply understood as a cultural and psychological effect of being biologically female, but rather as a cultural effect of male dominance and patriarchy. Women of color insisted that other cultural forces such as racism and classicism were also determinants of female gender, and they determined it differently for white middle-class women, women of color, and poor women.

Feminists responded with an analytical tool known as “intersectionality”, which Jennifer C. Nash (2008) recently defined as the feminist paradigm for theorizing identity and oppression and combating hierarchy, hegemony, and exclusivity (within feminism also). Noting that categories – including race and gender – are too simplistic to capture the complexity of lived experience, Nash proposed that gender be understood as the different ways in which women act, think, and feel, given their historical circumstances as well as the variety of roles, expectations, and limitations imposed on them. Moreover, gender always has specific, contextualized meanings; it is not something that all women share in the same way. According to Nash, intersectionality serves a few theoretical and political purposes that enable scholars to create new paradigms for a revisioning of gender. First, it simultaneously subverts binaries concerning race and gender when theorizing identity. Second, racial variations within gender and gendered variations within race can be more easily understood through an intersectional view. Last, intersectionality enables scholars to understand the legacy of exclusions of marginalized subjects from feminist and critical race theories and the impact of those absences on both theory and practice. As critical examinations of society and culture, critical race theory, feminist theory, and Marxist theory, with shared interests in exclusion and privilege in sport, became useful in critiquing sport from an intersectional point of view in the 1970s and 1980s.

According to this view, intersectionality is supposed to avoid essentialism precisely because it allows for the recognition of different female genders. It is hoped that it avoids essentialism which posits a sameness about women that can be derived from theories based only on the experiences of middle-class women. Further, intersectionality refers to multiple oppressions experienced by non-white and poor women in particular and requires a de-gendering of our perspectives.

A number of important critiques of gender that pointed toward a need for an intersectional analysis appeared in feminist literature. In her book (2005), Judith Lorber argues that “gender is a binary system of social organization that creates inequality”. To degender means “to recognize that the two genders are not at all homogenous categories since they are intersected by other major social statuses – racial ethnic group, social class, national identity, religious affiliation – and by individual variations such as age, sexual orientation, relational and parental statuses, and physical status”. In other words, multiplicities of genders – gender diversity and gender freedom – suggest a living outside of the binary sex/gender system. Further Lorber advocates that we should be open to intersexuality, transgender queering, and sexual fluidity and deliberately ambiguous non-gendered presentations of self. Further viewing gender
within the logic of intersectionality redefines it “as a constellation of ideas and social practices that are historically situated within mutually construct multiple systems of oppression” (Collins, 1999).

In support of this new paradigm, third wave feminists, according to Leslie Heywood and Jennifer Drake in Third Wave Agenda, take cultural production and sexual politics as key sites of struggle, seeking to use desire and pleasure, as well as anger, to fuel struggles for justice. Further, third wave feminists seek a new subjectivity and languages and images that account for both multiplicity and difference, that negotiate contradiction in affirmative ways, and that give voice to a politics and coalition.

Questions concerning the methodologies of intersectionality soon appeared in order to conduct research that is not based on universalizing and essentializing ideas research that “lives outside of the binary sex/gender system?” According to Lorber, most research designs (in sociology) assume that each person has one sex, one sexuality, and one gender (Lorber, 1996). In her later work, she argues that we need to recognize the multiplicity of genders, sexes, and sexualities, but the difficulty lies in needing categories for analysis yet at the same time deconstructing them. In other words, how do scholars conduct research without reifying and contributing to the existence of such categories? Further Lorber posits that scholars should split that which has been conflated or joined: sex (biology, physiology); sexuality (desire, sexual preference, sexual orientation); and gender (a social status, sometimes with sexual identity). Additionally scholars argue that there is a need to create research paradigms that examine the social constructions and means of sex, sexuality, and gender as we have done for race, ethnicity, and social class.

This paradigmatic shift toward intersectionality in feminist research also appeared in sports studies research concerned with gender. As early as 1990, sports studies scholars embraced the work of feminist scholars such as Judith Butler, Elizabeth Grosz, and Judith Lorber. As noted previously, following the work of Roberta Park, in the early 1990s, sports historians began to recognize that gender was not monolithic; rather it intersects with a number of other dimensions of human experience and identity in sports such as race, ethnicity, age, social class, and political status. Reflecting a trend toward intersectionality, sports scholars began to approach the study of gender in new ways, including the use of concepts17 or themes (rather than theories) and an admixture of methodologies and sources of knowledge, most particularly the use of narratives (Bandy, 2004c; Denison & Markula, 2003; Markula, 2005; Sparkes & Silvennionen, 1999). Moreover, scholars began to adopt transdisciplinary and transnational perspectives as they sought to deconstruct gender, viewing gender (and race, social class, and ethnicity) from an interrelational and intersectional point of view. Of particular note here is the appearance of a journal explicitly devoted to the use of themes as a means of approaching interdisciplinary perspectives that incorporated ideas that have often been used in scholarly analyses of Sport. Structured around specific topics rather than around specific disciplines, Junctures: The Journal of Thematic Dialogue first appeared in December of 2003 and was created to push the boundaries of interdisciplinarity by including the work of several disciplines from a variety of disciplines, who examine a particular theme such as the body, play, space, language – subjects that can easily be linked to sport.

Scholars have been able to draw from an immense amount of research from a diverse range of perspectives and have adopted new methodologies and approaches to their work, which reflect an approach that “decenters” hierarchical organizations and patterns of knowledge that have predominated and points to the importance of transdisciplinary perspectives18. Among the most important of these are the use of concepts19 or themes (rather than theories) and an admixture of methodologies and sources of knowledge, most particularly the use of narratives (Sparkes & Silvennionen, 1999; Denison & Markula, 2003; Bandy, 2004c; Markula, 2005). In this context, gender becomes fluid and multiple and serves as an interconnecting concept in understanding multiple points of view, resulting in the simultaneous inclusion of a gendered perspective among connecting and multiple perspectives20. Although much research that has recently been published fails to incorporate a gender perspective, some research points to transdisciplinary perspectives in sports studies, and a few of these present us with a new and alternative views and treatments of gender and sport21.

As scholars continued their work, the interrelational and the multiplicities of gender – intersections between gender, color, ethnicity, race, and sexuality – brought forth an interest in “other” women – women of color,

17 See Bal (2002) for a more detailed examination of the use of concepts in research and teaching.

18 See Nicolescu (2002) for an introduction to transdisciplinarity.

19 See Bal (2002) for a more detailed examination of the use of concepts in research and teaching.

20 For a discussion of the concept of circularity and a rejection of linearity in language and the hierarchical ordering of knowledge, see Ostriker (1986).

21 It can be argued that Eichberg’s “third way”, with which he advocated several approaches to the development of a Scandinavian sociology of the body – biographical, autobiographical, situational, scenical, social ecological – suggests new methodological ways of understanding the body, and such an approach foreshadowed the work that would come after the publication of his work in 1994. Similarly Olav Ballisager’s work in 2002 concerning “physical culture as idræt and play”, shows the interaction between several concepts that produces what Ballisager has identified as a “mutual third”. In support of new directions for the integration of gender relations, physical education, and sport history, Patricia Vertinsky advocates, like Eichberg, the importance of comparative studies using intercultural and inter-lingual perspectives.
lesbians and those outside the margins of mainstream sport theory and practice – entered the discourse, most notably in the sociological approach to sport. Susan Cahn’s work concerning the “Cinderellas” of sport, for example, included histories of women of color as well as lesbians in sport. Jennifer Hargreaves (2000) similarly recognized the “others” in sport in a study of Aboriginal, disabled, Muslim, and lesbian women from a transnational perspective. Rather than in interest in the globalizing process and its impact upon contemporary sport, Hargreaves looks from a transnational point of view and uses an admixture of methods and sources to examine the relationship between sporting experiences and identity of “others” from different parts of the world. Using Foucault’s notions of power, she examines power relations among women, using concepts of inclusion and exclusion, power and privilege, and the relationship between the local and the global. In this context, gender is seen as a shared and universal experience, while at the same time is an experience of difference (according to nationality, sexuality, physical ability, religion, and social class) and individual identity in sport. With an interest in the transnational – as that which exists between nations or perhaps between people – Hargreaves’ work examines both the simultaneity of multiple oppressions and the complexity of identity.

In an attempt to further deconstruct gender within the context of sport, intersectionality surfaced as a methodology or approach to understanding the multiplicity and fluidity of gender. For example, Leslie Heywood and Shari L. Dworkin (2003) study the female athlete as a cultural icon through a variety of approaches: feminist theory, film, interviews, poetry, and representation. Their work also focuses on the body in sport, including the female and male body in sport, attempting to further explore the fluidity of gender. In a similar way, Barbara Cos and Shona Thompson connect “multiple bodies” in sport with matters concerning the experiences of sexuality in sport and the multiple discourses that suggest the liberating bodily experiences of female soccer (football) players (Cos & Thompson, 2000).

Historians also turned to less traditional sources in writing scholarly analyses of sports history with the intention of more fully examining their subject. According to Jeff Segrave’s analysis, Elliot Gorn’s book, The Manly Art, is not just the history of the sport itself. Rather it includes gender history, social history, and labor history in an analysis of boxing. In this integrative approach, Gorn uses sources that are often not used in more traditional sport history: newspapers and popular pamphlets, fiction and poetry, and even doggerel verse and ballads (Segrave, 2010).

It can be argued that Léon Wacquant, former student of Pierre Bourdieu with whom he wrote An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology (1992), more consciously mixes sources, theories, and methodologies, while embracing intersectionality as a method of studying sport by viewing race, gender, and sport, as social processes that inform each other while at the same time operate in specific ways. In analyzing race in Body and Soul: Notes of An Apprentice Boxer (2004), for example, Wacquant advocated that social scientists should “skirt the issues of origins and abandon a search for a single overarching concept to develop an analysis of racial domination”. In his work, he dismisses a search for “origins” and examines the way various processes of subordination and experience coalesce during particular social moments. In his masterful analysis of boxing, Wacquant not only embraces intersectionality, he utilizes a transdisciplinary approach, including the perspectives of sociology, ethnology, literature, and sport to provide a social critique from the perspectives of the nexus of race, social class, and gender. Educated as a sociologist and engaged as an amateur boxer, Wacquant brings to his analysis sociological theory, ethnographic “data”, and literary insights while at the same time validating experiential, gendered, and bodily ways of knowing from the sport experience. Such an examination reveals knowledge that exists on different levels of reality and is revealed in multiple ways of knowing, thus pointing to the importance of transdisciplinary approaches to the study of sport. Wacquant describes the purpose of his book as follows.

“Breaking with the moralizing discourse – that indifferently feeds on celebration and denigrations – produced by the “gaze from afar” of an outside observer standing at a distance from or above the specific universe, this book seeks to suggest how boxing “makes sense” as soon as one takes pains to get close enough to it to grasp it with one’s body, in a quasi-experimental situation. It is for this reason composed of three texts of deliberately disparate statuses and styles, which juxtapose sociological analysis, ethnographic description, and literary evocations in order to convey at once percept and concept, the hidden determinations and the lived experiences, the external factors and the internal sensations that intermingle to make the boxer’s world. In short, the book aims to display and demonstrate in the same move the social and sensual logic that informs boxing as a bodily craft in the contemporary black American ghetto (Wacquant, 2004, p. 7).”

Scholars of sport can draw from Wacquant’s work in a number of important ways: examining the way in which racial and social categories utilize differing technologies of categorization, observing the disciplining of the body in distinctive ways, and reflecting upon the coalescence of certain social, historical, representational, bodily, and sporting experiences.

The introduction of “queer theory” also supplied a theoretical framework that could be used to advance

---

22 Hargreaves used archival materials, newspapers and magazines, personal correspondence, films and videos, material from the internet, and interviews using the internet.
intersectional and transdisciplinary investigations of gender and sport. Introduced in 1991 by Teresa de Laurentis, “queer theory” provoked a critique of sexual identity and postmodernity’s suspicion of fundamental truths in categories and altered the way we think about gender, sexuality, desire, and the body in sports studies. On a theoretical level, scholars have noted the absence of queer theory in sport – as is the case of the academy in general – revealing that this absence has worked against a more expansive, comprehensive, interrelational, and intersectional analysis of sport. As queer theorists have discovered, multiple categories disturb the comfortable polity of the familiar opposites that assume one dominant and one subordinate group, one normal and one deviant identity, one hegemonic status and one “other”.

The most recent theoretical development in sports studies has been a focus on sexuality from an intersectional point of view. Influenced by expanding notions of gender and this influence of queer theory, researchers have recently focused on the control and containment of female sexuality and the expression of sexuality in women’s sports, turning their attention to sex testing and gender verification by sports organizations and to transsexual and transgender policies in sport (Caudwell 2006; Cavanaugh & Sykes, 2006; Ritchie, 2003; Sykes, 2006).
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